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Choose an Adverb 

Worksheet 7 

Read each sentence and circle the adverb that makes the most sense. 

1. When the music started the dancers (awkwardly, gracefully) waltzed onto the 

large wooden stage. 

2. The child ran into the street after a ball and his mother (swiftly, 

unexpectedly) ran to grab him. 

3. The little girl squealed (joyously, selfishly) when she noticed the pony that 

she got for her birthday. 

4. The music played (noisily, hungrily) from the speakers that were in the back 

of the large car. 

5. I (easily, accidently) broke the lamp when I was playing ball in the house, even 

when I knew better. 

6. The student answered all the questions (honestly, hourly) even though she 

knew she could get in trouble. 

7. The puppy greeted his new owners (always, happily) each time they came 

home. 

8. The horse nickered (softly, equally) when its owner entered the stable each 

morning. 

9. The teacher looked (justly, sternly) at the class because they were not 

listening to the lesson. 

10. The fight ended (briefly, badly) after everyone got angry and started 

yelling. 

11. I try to visit my grandmother (hourly, often) even though she lives in another 

state, hours away. 

12. We must move (evenly, swiftly) if we hope to get finished before time runs 

out. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. When the music started the dancers (awkwardly, gracefully) waltzed onto the 

large wooden stage. 

2. The child ran into the street after a ball and his mother (swiftly, 

unexpectedly) ran to grab him. 

3. The little girl squealed (joyously, selfishly) when she noticed the pony that 

she got for her birthday. 

4. The music played (noisily, hungrily) from the speakers that were in the back 

of the large car. 

5. I (easily, accidently) broke the lamp when I was playing ball in the house, even 

when I knew better. 

6. The student answered all the questions (honestly, hourly) even though she 

knew she could get in trouble. 

7. The puppy greeted his new owners (always, happily) each time they came 

home. 

8. The horse nickered (softly, equally) when its owner entered the stable each 

morning. 

9. The teacher looked (justly, sternly) at the class because they were not 

listening to the lesson. 

10. The fight ended (briefly, badly) after everyone got angry and started 

yelling. 

11. I try to visit my grandmother (hourly, often) even though she lives in another 

state, hours away. 

12. We must move (evenly, swiftly) if we hope to get finished before time runs 

out. 
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